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•“BoundlessWorld a gateway to the future.

Make purchases and sales, earn money, invest, play

freely and also communicate with others

Welcome to BoundlessWorld.

”

BLB TOKEN
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“
BoundlessWorld is a world beyond belief with exciting challenges, a place to make

your dreams can come true. The BoundlessWorld team is building a unique virtual

world on the BNB smart chain platform where players can create, own, and earn

money, and they can also create, buy and sell their digital assets (NFT) and earn

money. BoundlessWorld is an open source project that was launched on the platform

of BNB smart chain and operates in the fields of NFT, Web3, Exchange, App, Media,

Gaming, Metaverse, Artificial intelligence. This project has started its activity with its

own exchange, wallet and APP.

In addition to the digital wallet, it plans to provide other services in its application,

such as an environment for chatting and messaging based on the blockchain among

the consensus of users, the publication of NFTs and their market place, as well as a

space for advertising to help businesses and the growth of other activities as much as

possible. To create new opportunities through communication between platforms for
developers and influencers and other people with any idea, opinion and expertise.

”

BOUNDLESSWORLD



After this stage, Future market maker company

plans to enter the metaverse and gaming space,

and with the growth of the project, by providing

land along with its unique potentials, it is possible

to provide many features in step with the progress

of other facilities of the project, to establish new

tasks and goals. The game creates a harmonious

and excellent ecosystem with a purposeful,

attractive and forward looking scenario and opens

a window of the modern world to users.

BOUNDLESSWORLD
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Motivation and goal:
As you know, whats app and telegram social networks have created features for their users, but they are not a safe space and
sending content is done as an intermediary. To address this problem, Boundless World intends to create a safe space for
communication between users based on smart contracts without intermediaries, and by building your own application on the
blockchain platform, it is done by creating a safe space for transferring content without intermediaries and coded. The aim of
Future Market Maker Company is to design application and wallet together and on one platform, to create a safe and efficient
environment for its contacts in which users can respond to the majority of their needs as an active person in the crypto field. To
answer these needs, according to the needs assessment of its experts, the boundless world team has come to the conclusion that
in this application, a specialized wallet, the user's personal profile, messaging on the blockchain platform, NFT market place and
advertising are defined for businesses active in different fields, which will be discussed in detail in the following.



The word metaverse consists of two parts, meta, which means the beyond, and verse, which means the world, and

together it means the world beyond. Metaverse was used in 1992 in Snow Crash by Phil Stephenson. Since then, the term

metaverse has been used to describe various innovations focused on creating a more sustainable virtual reality that

permeates our physical and real lives. Since the concept of metaverse is still developing, several definitions can be created

for it. Metaverse is a digital realm that allows humans to interact with other people, digital characters in the form of

avatars, communicate, collaborate, play games, handle business and business affairs, socialize, etc. And in a simple way, it

is actually a virtual world in which users can be completely virtual with the capabilities of today's world and respond to

their needs. With the expansion of different projects, different metaverse ideas and spaces were created and other projects
also entered this field.

The infrastructure of doing the project as a Metaverse project is as follows:



Considering the existing conditions and the attractive environment of the metaverse field and the needs that it

saw in this space along with its creative ideas, Future Market Maker Company is trying to solve and provide

efficient and attractive solutions. By installing boundless app from the beginning of the project, every person

enters their metaverse journey indirectly with Future Market Maker Company. As mentioned in the app section,

users' profiles are presented to the person in the form of nft, and in the future the person can use it as his

metaverse avatar.

After that, by creating the land and game section in the project, users gain experience and progress in the

project and enter the boundless world, where we seek to create an efficient, dynamic and exciting ecosystem. In

Boundless Land, users don't just have a virtual land and a normal Metaverse game.



In fact, they enter a new world, which puts the entire physical world in the hands of users and causes the growth

and prosperity of individuals or brands, this world is full of many opportunities in every field. boundless land

creates a single and dynamic ecosystem with the help of consensus of users and their exchanges, which ultimately

leads to project security and investors' assets becoming more valuable.

In order to prevent the misuse of profit-seeking people, the Future Market Maker company provides solutions that

help better security and preserve the capital value of those interested in the ecosystem. Some of the statements in

this white paper are based on the future and forward-looking statements that are made based on the beliefs of the

construction team and reflect them. Current expectations are statements that express the company's view

regarding future events in the present tense. Based on the currently available information, there may be

uncertainties that cause minor changes in the company's results and views.



And improved experiences such as land and game and land updates will be introduced gradually Players will constantly

have new goals to achieve in the world of BLB Ultimately, the demand for BLB benefits from their inherent value that they

can provide to players in the form of entertainment and competitive social achievements and progress. Now it's time to

advance the main path in the battle and expand the size of the group In the long run, there will be upgrades to land and

game and other assets that require basic items, players may be able to obtain these building components themselves or

by opening upgrade boxes. And they face competition and challenges, which creates a long-term supply reduction for

Avatar A pivotal development is coming, promising to create a much stronger bond between players and the avatars they

choose to upgrade and survive.

ECONOMY
Application of BLB value New



IMPROVE ACCESSIBILITY

Currently, there are various places for players to use

Land and Game to compete, have fun and socialize with

the community, for example: Allowing players to enjoy

the free-to-play BoundlessWorld will enable more

players to fall in love with the BLB world and want to

participate in the economy for the long term. The higher

the demand for BLB and related assets, the healthier the

long-term economy will be. In this section, we examine

how to accept the process of digital currencies, we

introduce the necessary conditions for the emergence of

a distribution platform and the use of Land and Token.



With the launch of the project, we introduce two digital

assets, land and bep_20 token, which are used for land and

games, as well as for purchasing domestic goods and

services.

LAND & TOKEN

Builders will demand the land so that they can build it and

reach their goal. Plots of land are distinguishable from each

other due to differences in secondary markets and are traded at

different prices. On the other hand, BLB acts as a representative

to evaluate the price of a piece of land, and also using the BLB

token to purchase goods and services in the virtual world

creates useful value.

DEVELOPERS AND OTHER CONTENT



Ownership of lands is obtained through a

bep_20 token called BLB. This will be a token

to create value in the network and obtain a

piece of land.

STRENGTHEN THE NETWORK

The issue of filtering content for mature audiences such as

pornography, violence, or gambling. It is difficult to solve

in a decentralized network. We expect a market to emerge

here with a reputation based approach where users can

choose one or more items. Provider white/black lists that

track the type of content provided on each.

CONTENT MANAGEMENT



Content distribution through P2P network has two main problems, the first one includes download speed. Retrieving a

file from a DHT or system's distributed peer-to-peer storage has traditionally been very slow.

Especially in a graphical program like boundless world, users will object to using a system that does not load, so

experience the speed with us. The second issue involves availability, ensuring that content is adequately distributed

across the network without loss.

DECENTRALIZED DISTRIBUTION OF CONTENT

DOCUMENT

https://docs.boundlessworld.org/

https://docs.boundlessworld.org/


PROOF OF STAKE
Proof of Stake (Pos) is a consensus mechanism or protocol that uses the amount of stake (or value) in the

system to determine consensus. Basically, a consensus protocol is something that governs the rules and

parameters governing the behavior of blockchains. Think of consensus as a set of rules that each network

participant adheres to. Since blockchains are not controlled by any single central authority, a consensus

protocol is instead used to allow distributed network participants to agree on the network history captured

on the blockchain - to reach a consensus about what happened and follow a single source.



One of the key features of PoS is that as the value of the user

increases, so does the opportunity to maintain the ledger. This

means a higher chance of generating new blocks that can be

added to the blockchain and timestamped accordingly.

The creator of a new block is chosen based on a combination of

random selection and determination of their equity or wealth.

Some kind of leader selection happens in the chain. It is worth

noting that in the Proof of Stake protocol, participants collect

transaction fees and thereby add to their wealth. This approach

encourages steady and sustainable growth of the blockchain

and reduces the instances of transaction suspensions that can

prevent the chain from growing.

PROOF OF STOCK FEATURES



How does proof-of-stake compare to proof-of-work protocols?

In contrast, Proof of Work (PoW) is a synchronous protocol that encourages miners to compete to be the first to
solve any problem in a block. A reward system is used to motivate solving this problem. However, this approach
comes at a cost with increased power consumption and longer time to resolve problems in the chain. These factors
can significantly slow down the network and mean that it is expensive to maintain.



MAIN ADVANTAGES OF PROOF OF STAKE

Some of the primary advantages of PoS over PoW are: Strict

security protocols are included in a PoS protocol. Reduced

concentration – The risk of concentration is reduced by

penalizing selfish actions in the network. Energy Efficiency –

Energy consumption is very efficient as it requires less amount

of electricity as well as hardware resources to generate and

run the blockchain. Cost efficiency – PoS currencies are much

more cost effective than currencies that work on PoW

protocols.



It includes exchanges that have an order book for trading and doing transactions based on a bid and

ask system. The engine of these exchanges identifies and connects buyers and sellers who match the

price. In this system, people who want to buy and sell a certain asset create a limit order, and people

who accept their offer price will execute their order.

LIQUIDITY



ADVANTAGES OF LIQUIDITY POOLS

The liquidity pool is actually an automatic market maker

(AMM) that automatically connects buy and sell orders

based on predetermined parameters using a smart

contract. Here it is not necessary to connect traders

directly with other traders and liquidity will be available

as long as investors have entered their assets into the

pool.

PRICING PROCESS IN A LIQUIDITY POOL

A liquidity pool is designed to execute transactions and

maintain the price according to a fixed product formula,

which ensures that the value of each reserve remains

constant; Even if the asset ratios change. Buy transactions

increase the price of the purchased asset relative to the sold

asset, and sell transactions decrease the price of the sold

asset. You can add liquidity to the pool. In exchange for

adding liquidity, you receive trading fees for that currency

pair, BLB tokens.



WALLET

Wallets are tools for protecting and maintaining cryptocurrency assets. People active in this field with the growth of

technology and the expansion of blockchain and cryptocurrency market have come to the point that they need digital

and physical wallets to store and move their cryptocurrencies. In addition to security and high data transfer speed,

such a wallet also maintains the user's privacy and will improve day by day to meet the needs of users. In designing a

new digital wallet as a part of its Boundless App, Future Market Maker company provided this wallet in search of a

safe, transparent and fast solution for the user to transfer and store digital assets. We will explain the introduction of

features and various items worth mentioning in this wallet.



SECURITY

We know that in order for users' requests to be made continuously and quickly, we need

full-time support and activation of our wallet. Due to the sensitivity of the user and the

preservation of the client's property, this wallet needs an independent server on which the

firewall is properly installed. The firewall makes the wallet more secure against possible

profit-seeking attacks on your assets. To enable the wallet automatically, make sure your

firewall is secure and up-to-date before doing so. The boundless world project helps users

by creating an online wallet to manage deposit addresses And by using the proof of stake

(pos) protocol, our team has provided users with several points, which includes detailed

security protocols included in a pos protocol, which reduces selfish acts in the network by

issuing penalties. And also, with the lowering of transaction costs, it is much more

economical for users. We must mention that activating the wallet in the Boundless App is
independent of the Boundless App.

In such a way that after launching the Boundless App and going through the initial

activation steps, a wallet is not created for the user, and if a person needs a wallet, he can

do the Boundless App activation steps in the wallet section of the Boundless App
separately.

Since the BLB token is launched on the bnb smart chain platform, all the transactions

made in the wallet are made by converting BLB to other currencies that are on the bnb
smart chain platform, which includes the stable coin busd and the bnb coin itself.



“
Each person in this section has a private profile that has personal

information, a general introduction such as name and profile,

and a picture for their profile. In this section, each person's

profile photo will be converted into NFT by the Boundless App

development team and assigned to the user. In order to launch

the Boundless App and create a profile and user panel, the user

allows himself the possibility of entering the profile and other

services and features of the Boundless App by registering his

email, contact number and a selected password at the beginning

of the Boundless App activation process.

”

PROFILE



According to the mentioned details, the

BoundlessWorld project has planned extensive

activities in the fields of metaverse and gaming in the

future and has started designing NFT collections to

advance its goals. In addition to our site, these

collections are also placed in the Boundless App and

in the market place NFT section, and users can buy
these valuable digital assets in this way.

MARKET PLACE NFT

Since the user registers his mobile number and

email at the time of activating the application and

sets up his user panel, he can use his smartphone

notebook to communicate with those who work in

this Boundless App in the form of messages. In this

section, the user can start communicating with other

users between normal chat or blockchain based chat

as needed.

CHAT PAGE



“
In a part of the Boundless App, a space is created where up-

to-date and real-time news of the crypto market is available

to the audience. In addition, in this section, active projects in

the relevant fields can submit their advertising requests for

branding and visibility as much as possible. And by

introducing themselves, join the cycle of competition with

other users, help grow their business and accelerate this

process.

”

ADVERTISMENTS AND NEWS



THE LAND OF BOUNDLESSWORLD

The boundless land project includes seven planets in the world of Metaverse, one of which will be opened to the public as a 

digital property for buying and selling. The difference between the boundless land project and other projects is in the way of 

setting up the city and the game, which is fully explained in the section related to the game. The city and game sections 

have been launched separately with the aim of implementing each section in the best possible way. Buying land in 

boundless land can be a big step for many investors, because the number of lands and their distribution method will be very 

limited and will proceed with an organizational sales strategy.

Those interested in buying and selling NFT and boundless land digital properties should use BLB token which is based on 

BNB smart chain. Each piece of land in this project is a unique and non-exchangeable token on the smart chain bep721,bep-

1155,bsc, these two chains offer the same functionality as Ethereum standards. And now it has become attractive to NFT 

lovers and makers because of its very low fees. Boundless land is a browser-based virtual reality world platform that will 

launch and run on its own application after launch and operation. 



THE LAND OF BOUNDLESSWORLD

As mentioned above, each piece of land is a unique and irreplaceable token in the bep-721, bep-1155 chain, which will be 

available to the public with the number of 66,000 pieces in the dimensions of 4x4, 8x8, 16x16. Also, users can purchase 

several pieces of land next to each other in situations that have the ability to reach a consensus and combine them together.

Also, in the future, you can interact with each other in this real but virtual world with virtual reality headsets and augmented

reality glasses in boundless land, play games, study, hold meetings or attend concerts and you can also expand your 

personal businesses. In the end, we will promise our dear users that we will not open and exploit one of the seven planets in

the future with the progress of the Metaverse world and unlimited capabilities until the Metaverse world becomes stable 

and evolves. And whenever there is a full development in this industry, we will open this planet first to our old users and 

then to the public if you want.



TOTAL NUMBER OF PLOTS

Separation based on the number of dimensions:



TOTAL NUMBER OF PLOTS

The manner and amount of land distribution based on the separation of dimensions into a specific and identical percentage:

Player bonus: 7% of total

Locked lands: 15% of total

Sale of private land: 10% of the total

Sale of public land: 25% of the total

Development and business team: 3% of total

General sale in three stages: 40% of the total



PURCHASE AND SALE TOKEN

BLB is a tool and necessary token for the BoundlessWorld platform, which is used as a basis for transactions inside the

BoundlessWorld and is built on the BNB smart chain platform. Players use BLB token to play - buy equipment or NFT and

also buy land and it is used as a measure to evaluate the price of a piece of land in boundlees world. By using BLB token,

you can perform staking operations and it allows you to get more BLB. Users can earn points by playing games and convert

them into our tokens. Builders use BLB to acquire assets. A part of the income from the sale of the company's assets through

BLB enters the company's treasury and is returned to the market to pay operating costs.

Governance (DAO): BLB is a governance token that allows holders to participate in governance.



ICO CHART



Game

The future market maker company intends to seriously enter the metaverse space after advancing its goals in different

parts of the project and provide ideal solutions for its ecosystem and the current problems of metaverse and gaming

projects. In the future, according to the details mentioned in the boundless land section, land will also have an intersection

and cooperation with boundless game. The general idea of the company and the game developers is to design an

attractive and efficient game and work as a win-win for both the game enthusiasts and the overall ecosystem of the

BoundlessWorld project. In such a way that the value of the token of the project is preserved and at the same time it helps

to preserve the value of the assets of investors and players.

World War Boundless



To learn more about the story, let's give a brief explanation about boundless game: A flourishing civilization that has gone to 

destruction, begins to revive and takes the same path that it took in the past in a different way. These stages are generally

passed by the players in 7 planets. In the heart of each of these steps, there are many parts that create a competitive 

atmosphere full of events for users.

In addition to the explanations given, the participants in the game can create unexpected challenges for each other 

individually and as a team, which helps to improve the game experience even more. The events of the game are such that 

improving intelligence and controlling emotions and excitement play a key role in it, and it is necessary to find suitable 

opportunities and make better decisions.

World War Boundless



GAME CHART



Nft

A Non - Fungible Token, more commonly known as an NFT, is a unique asset

that cannot be divided and NFT can be attached to real-world objects.

Currently, most NFT projects for digital collectibles, video game assets and

virtual worlds or well-established token trading ecosystems and platforms allow

you to easily create NFT tokens, and view and trade their contracts. Today, NFTs

have gained a lot of popularity and are an emerging sector in the global game

market, and in the virtual world BoundlessWorld uses blockchain and NFT

technology to empower players and creators. You can upgrade your NFTs

through in-game activity or save and maintain them to earn money. The first

way to earn passive income from NFTs is to rent them, and you can also display

your upgraded NFTs for sale in the Market place section of our site or in

secondary markets (open sea). Users also benefit from other benefits through

the use of NFT.



NFT CHART



Adoption of asynchronous tokens among individuals and companies around the world is 

growing at an increasingly exciting pace as we live in a blockchain-powered world. NFT is an 

encrypted token that is managed and facilitated by the blockchain in secondary markets. 

Each NFT is distinct or unique, indivisible and not interchangeable. Digital assets that exist 

on the blockchain are extremely secure, which means that it is unlikely that anyone will lose 

their assets due to a hack or attack at the blockchain level because the blockchain is a 

distributed ledger. Blockchain-based gaming platforms can provide ultimate control to users 

and can freely buy and sell their digital assets. Gamers are the real and permanent owners of 

their digital items, even if the game is shut down or abandoned, they are allowed to trade in 

their assets. Once the NFT is registered on the blockchain and the public offering is 

completed, all data can be publicly and independently verified, when the data cannot be 

manipulated, its authenticity cannot be challenged.

NFT SECURITY



In the game, users enter challenges to

revive their civilization, and to solve these

challenges, they need NFTs available on the

platform. Through this process, our goal is

to gradually decentralize the gaming aspect

of BoundlessWorld.

GAME CONNECTION WITH NFT



TIMELINE



TIMELINE



In the future, according to all the steps mentioned in

the white paper, which includes App, City, Game,

artificial intelligence will help them and improve the

performance of the platforms, which will provide more

complete information about the implementation and

planning method in the future.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE



ROADMAP

Q1

2021

IDEA

2022

1.  Assembling an expert team

2.  Idea planning

3.  Layout and planning



ROADMAP

Q4
2022

1. Specialized design of the website

2. Testing and construction implementation

Q2
2023

3. Creating a BLB token

4. BLB Token test

5. GitHub



ROADMAP

Q2
2024

1. Airdrop

2. Ico

3. Staking BLB

4. Liquidity

5. Coinmarketcap

6. Coingecko

7. BLB Listing on pancake swap

2024

Q4

1. Exclusive market place

2. Launch NFT

3. Dappradar listing



ROADMAP

Q1
2025

1. Boundless app running the first version

2. Wallet

3. Advertisement

Land

1. Preparation of land infrastructure

Staking NFT

1. Designing and selling NFT

2. BLB to be listed in several exchanges



ROADMAP

Q4
2025

1. Update boundless app

2. Chat

3. NFT market

Land

1. Designing and completing the initial test

2. Run the initial version of Land 

Game

1. Setting up the game infrastructure



ROADMAP

Q2
2026

1. Update app

2. Land sales

3. DAO execution

Q4
2026

1. NFT upgrade for game and land



ROADMAP

Q3
2027

1. Game implementation

2. Execute NFT on game and land

Q1
2028

1. Connecting artificial intelligence to

land/game



ROADMAP

Q4
2028

Implementation of V.R and AR glasses with the

update of the second version of the game.

Coming soon

Surprise



“
The BoundlessWorld team consisting of experts and

programmers in various fields of technology and blockchain,

by examining the needs and interests of the users of the digital

world, we have decided to eliminate the gaps in this space.

And by creating a transparent and safe platform, respecting the

rights of users with fair legislation, we have planned and

designed a platform with new capabilities on the blockchain

platform, which we will continuously advance in the direction

of the evolution of the idea. Communicating and chatting with

users on the blockchain platform is a unique and practical

approach that will definitely affect the future of this space. The

BoundlessWorld team's vision in the future with its

companions and users will definitely be bright and stable.

”

BoundlessWorld team members



_Senior manager of Technology

BoundlessWorld Responsible for all business

matters.

Since 2019, he has been working in the field

of blockchain and metaverse in Asia and

Europe.

_Software engineer in several companies and

extensive knowledge about the blockchain

industry and game communications.

Riccardo Rizon (CTO)

Venoos Timothoi (COO)

_Executive and operational director of

BoundlessWorld Bachelor of Business

Administration from the University of

Turin (VNITO)

_Leadership of the engineering team

Responsible for technical strategy and

engineering operations
Dimitris Roilos (CFO)

_software engineer in several

companies

_Extensive information about the

game industry and game

communication

Expert and interested in digital

currencies, investor, trader



_Marketing expert for several different

blockchain projects Bachelor of Computer

Science .

_3 years of product recovery experience in

technology and blockchain industry Active

supporter of cryptocurrency and

blockchain.

Eric Accardi (CMO)

_Specialist in animation and 3D

imaging

Experience in the field of advanced

technology and artificial intelligence

Interested in web3

Rose Moretti (Advisor of Metaverse & NFT )


